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Keeping a
Balanced Approach
SUMMARY
The recovery continues to be unlike
one we have seen before
Inflation was a major topic of
conversation during the quarter
Increased inflation expectations
brought higher yields for most of
quarter, though some reversal in both
towards quarter end

POSITIVE SIGNALS

The world is becoming more
vaccinated
US stocks already have double-digit
gains through first half of year
Higher inflation is expected to be
transitory; ease around year end

REASONS FOR CONCERN
Covid-19 is still with us, what impact
will variants have?
What if inflation isn’t transitory? Can
the Fed “control” it?
With no more expected fiscal or
monetary stimulus, will economy
grow as fast as previously expected?

SOURCE: MORNINGSTAR; RUSSELL, MSCI, DOW JONES,
BLOOMBERG BARCLAYS, ICE BOA ML BENCHMARKS SHOWN;
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
‘Inflation’ is the
word of the quarter
Just like last year’s shutdown was unlike
anything we have seen, it should come as no
surprise that the recovery has also been
unlike any other. With tremendous amounts
of fiscal stimulus being pumped into the
economy, consumer spending has been a
major driver of activity. Combine that with
the vaccination effort, the backdrop we
started the quarter with was expectations of
a strong recovery including higher yields and
higher inflation. Later in this section we will
show how this actually played out.
If you have been a regular reader of this
quarterly piece, you know that inflation is
something we have been talking about for a
while now. Well, apparently we aren’t the
only ones. The word ‘inflation’ seemed to be
the only thing being discussed during the
quarter. Here is a fun fact: per Bloomberg,
journalists delivered over 100,000 stories on
inflation in just May alone (around double
the average number of inflation-related
stories in previous years). With all these
stories on inflation, we have to ask ourselves
whether they are just fanning the flames or
whether the concern is really warranted.

Let’s take a step back for a second and realize
that when people refer to high inflation, they
are often referring to 1970’s style inflation,
when it reached levels in the teens. However,
looking at Exhibit 1, the reality is we need to go
back to the 1990s to see inflation near or
above 3% with any consistency.
EXHIBIT 1

SOURCE: PAYDEN & RYGEL, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

So what is all the fuss about? Well, back in
April, the March CPI figures showed significant
year-over-year increases. But remember, this
was not terribly surprising as we were dealing
with multiple factors including the base effect
(last year’s numbers were low due to the
shutdown) and strong consumer demand as
the economy slowly reopened. The Fed quickly
labeled the increase as transitory, or
temporary, and stated they were more focused
on inflation readings later in the year when the
base effect would be more muted, and
repeated they wanted to see “substantial
further progress” toward their stated goals of
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maximum employment and 2% average
inflation before they started to reduce their
bond purchases, also known as tapering, which
would likely precede any increase in short term
rates.
Fast forward to May and CPI’s headline yearover-year reading (4.2%) was the highest since
2008. The Fed provided a similar response to
the one they had the previous month.
And finally, in June, we learned headline
inflation rose by 5% year-over-year for May.
While these figures were widely expected, the
Fed finally stated they were open to “talking
about talking about tapering” with the
likelihood their goals would be met sooner
than previously expected, a clear change in
tone from previous months. This was welcome
news which the market took as a signal that
the Fed was closely watching inflation figures
and wouldn’t let them get out of control. As a
result, longer term yields began to fall through
the rest of the month while short term rates
rose, with the expectation that the Fed would
increase rates sooner than previously
expected.
In the end, 10-year breakeven inflation
expectations (Exhibit 2) ended the quarter
(2.32%) just slightly below where they started
the quarter (2.37%). Given the Fed is looking
for average inflation of 2%, these expectations
are not unreasonable.

EXHIBIT 2

SOURCE: YCHARTS 10 YEAR TIPS/TREASURY BREAKEVEN RATE

EXHIBIT 3

SOURCE: FEDERAL RESERVE, BASED ON PROJECTIONS OF 17
OFFICIALS IN 4Q 2020 AND 18 IN 1Q AND 2Q 2021

At the same time, Fed officials have signaled
they expect to increase short term rates
sooner than they were suggesting even just
last quarter (Exhibit 3).
One main question is where we go from
here. Did inflation really peak in May or is
this just the calm before the storm?
Remember, the Fed has stated many times
that they believe the current inflation is
transitory, or temporary, and that we will see
signs of more normal inflation towards the
end of the year. The next question is what
happens if inflation isn’t transitory? What if
demand or wage growth continues to drive
inflation up? Inflationary psychology can
become a self-fulfilling prophecy, because, at
least in part, as consumers spend more on
goods they expect to be more expensive in
the future, the speed in which money
changes hand (i.e. velocity of money)
increases, further boosting inflation.
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U.S. Equity
U.S. equities have now put two consecutive
strong quarters together to start 2021. For the
quarter, small cap growth had the lowest
returns gaining 3.9% while large cap growth led
the way earning 11.9%. Overall, large cap US
equities outperformed their small cap
counterparts. Even in large growth, April and
June were both strong (6.8% and 6.3%
respectively) while May saw negative returns
(-1.4%).
While large cap growth was the leader for the
quarter, small cap value (26.7%) is still well
ahead of other US equity benchmarks year-todate.
With the rally that has taken place in indexes
like the S&P 500 over the last several years, the
concern has been, at least in part, that there
were only a handful of stocks that were driving
the market upward. These stocks are
affectionately known as FAANGM (Facebook,
Apple, Amazon, Netflix, Google (now known as
Alphabet) and Microsoft). A positive sign for
this year is that it the other stocks in the S&P
have also been supporting the market’s upward
trajectory. This is positive news because a
market rally is often considered to be stronger
when more stocks participate. Exhibit 4 show
the year-to-date return of an equal weighted
version of the S&P 500 vs. a traditional market

cap weighted version; the better
performance of the equal-weighted index
implies that there were stronger performers
with lower market capitalizations than the
FAANGMs.
EXHIBIT 4

SOURCE: MORNINGSTAR, AS OF JUNE 30, 2021, ETF TICKERS
USED WERE VOO AND RSP, PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT
INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS

Similarly, while investors often focus on US
large cap stocks, we wanted to provide some
perspective on US small cap stocks as well.
Exhibit 5 shows how small cap stocks, which
tend to be more cyclical vs. their large cap
counterparts, have actually rebounded more
strongly for the 12-month periods following
major recent recessions.
EXHIBIT 5

SOURCE: JP MORGAN ASSET MANAGEMENT, THE S&P 500 IS
USED FOR LARGE CAP, RUSSELL 2000 FOR SMALL CAP.
MARKET DRAWDOWNS DURING THE TECH BUBBLE, GLOBAL
FINANCIAL CRISIS AND COVID-19 WERE CALCULATED FOR
THE PERIODS 3/24/00-10/9/02, 10/9/07-3/9/09, 2/19/203/23/20.
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From an S&P sector perspective, ten of the
eleven sectors were positive for Q2 2021 (only
utilities were slightly negative) with four
generating 10%+ returns. Exhibit 6 shows the
quarterly and year-to-date returns for each S&P
500 sector. As you can see, sectors that were
hardest hit during the Covid shutdown (energy,
financials, real estate) are the best performing
sectors so far in 2021.
EXHIBIT 6

most of its 15% year-to-date gain.
While these outcomes are positive, they are still
mainly below that of their US counterparts. At
the same time, there are some positives for
non-US equities. For one, if you believe that
valuations still matter (we do), the current
valuations for Europe and Japan remain below
their US counterparts. Plus, as the levels of
immunization across the globe begin to catch
up to the US, the governments will be happy to
loosen Covid-related restrictions, supporting
the case for a post-pandemic economic
recovery.
From a country perspective, some of the
countries with the largest weight in the MSCI
EAFE index (Japan, UK, Germany)
underperformed the US on a relative basis
while others outperformed (Switzerland,
France).

SOURCE: SPGLOBAL.COM

As we like take a balanced approach to writing
this quarterly commentary, we thought it was
important to point out that the current year-todate US equity returns are generally well above
what we might expect for an entire year. And
while a continued upward trajectory is certainly
possible, it is normal for there to be at least
one intra-year decline. Investors should make
sure they manage their expectations.

Non-U.S. Equity
Developed large cap, small cap and emerging
market stocks all performed within a relatively
tight range for the quarter, roughly around 45%. Year-to-date returns are also quite
positive, gaining roughly between 7-9%.
Frontier markets gained 14.1% for the quarter,

In the emerging markets, China remains the
largest country exposure (37.5% of MSCI EM
Index as of 6/30/21) but returned only 2.4% for
the quarter. Other countries with large
exposures in emerging market indexes
performed better, including Taiwan (8.3%) and
India (8.0%). Brazil (23.6%) and Poland (19.5%)
led the way in emerging markets while Peru
(-9.1%) and Chile (-13.6%) lagged.
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Global REITs
Global REITs, as represented by the Dow Jones
Global Select REIT, generated a 10.2% return for the
quarter (outpacing Q1’s return of 7.7%), with U.S.
REITs (11.8%) outperforming non-U.S. REITS (6.9%).
Over the last 12 months, global REITS have
bounced back by 37.6%.
On a YTD basis, self storage (36.4%), retail (32.8%)
and specialty (28.0%) REITS were the top
performing sectors of the FTSE NAREIT All Equity
REIT index. Even the much-maligned office space
sector has gained 15.1% over the first six months of
the year. What makes the office space so
interesting is that the easy narrative is that more
companies will require fewer employees to come
back to the office full time, which you would think
would negatively impact office REITs. However,
what if that narrative is incorrect? Some
economists are suggesting the office sector may be
ok, simply because employees who come back to
the office may expect more space, so the lower
density of people in an area may actually create the
need for a similar amount of space. Clearly we will
learn more as companies start to bring employees
back to the office later this year.

Global Fixed
Income
In a bit of a surprise from where we started the
quarter, the yield curve actually flattened
during Q2 with short term yields slightly
increasing and intermediate/longer term yields
declining (Exhibit 7).
The flattening yield curve was largely a result of
changes in Fed policy expectations. Specifically,
during their mid-June meeting, Fed officials
suggested they expect to increase interest rates
by late 2023, which is sooner than they had
stated back in March. This change in expected
policy pushed short term rates higher towards
the end of June (but really only by a few basis
points), reflecting the idea the Fed would start
raising short term rates from their current near
zero levels. Of course, this means the Fed will
probably start tapering their bond purchases as
well, which is a likely precursor to actually
raising rates.
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EXHIBIT 7

lowering credit quality means investing in high
yield, or junk bonds, which generally correlate
much more with equities and therefore don’t
provide the diversification benefits we expect
from fixed income.
Municipals generally underperformed
corporate bonds for the quarter but have
outpaced them on a year-to-date basis.

On the intermediate/long end, yields came
down, pushing up prices. Yields declined as
expectations for more fiscal and monetary
stimulus also fell. Plus, the Fed’s statement
reflects their willingness to not let inflation
really get out of control, which is also a positive
sign.
Overall, all fixed income indexes shown were
positive for the quarter with corporates
outpacing their Treasury counterparts. On a
YTD basis, fixed income indexes were generally
flat to negative as the flattening of the yield
curve mostly occurred from mid-June through
the end of the month. Highlighting investors
inflation fears, short term TIPS has been the
best performer on a YTD and last 12-month
basis.
As we discussed in previous quarters, in order
to generate more return, investors need to
assume more risk. In fixed income, that means
either extending duration or lowering credit
quality. There are tradeoffs that have to be
weighed very carefully before implementing
either strategy. From a duration standpoint,
extending duration too far out can be a risky
move in a period of rising rates. Similarly,

We continue to view fixed income as a method
of reducing overall portfolio risk (as measured
by standard deviation), given that equities are
expected to have much higher volatility. Our
portfolio’s focus will continue to be on high
quality bonds with an emphasis on short to
intermediate duration government and
corporate bonds, where default risk has
historically been relatively low. For some
investors, muni bonds are attractive for their
tax-free income.
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YOUR XYIS TEAM
Portfolio management and subadvisor services are offered through XY Investment Solutions (XYIS), a Securities
Exchange Commission registered investment advisor based in Bozeman, MT. XYIS and its representatives are in
compliance with the current filing requirements imposed upon Securities Exchange Commission registered investment
advisors by those states in which XYIS maintains clients. For a detailed discussion of XYIS and its advisory fees, see the
firm’s Form ADV Part 1 and 2A on file with the SEC at adviserinfo.sec.gov.
XY Investment Solutions, LLC (“XYIS”), through its partnership with East Bay Financial Services, LLC (“East Bay”), builds
investment models through a technology solution, and supports financial planners with investment strategies based on
research, experience, and sound rationale. XYIS primarily allocates client assets among various mutual funds and/or
ETFs. XYIS may also allocate client assets in individual debt and equity securities, options and independent investment
managers. XYIS's services are based on long-term investment strategies incorporating the principles of Modern Portfolio
Theory. XYIS manages client investments in portfolios on a discretionary basis.
Email support@xyinvestmentsolutions.com with specific questions about models you may be using or considering in
your practice.
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DISCLOSURES
The commentary contained herein is intended to be general and educational in nature, and is not intended to be used as the primary basis for
investment decisions, nor should it be construed as advice designed to meet the particular needs of an individual investor. Nothing contained
herein should be considered legal, tax, accounting, investment, financial, or other professional advice, and should not be construed as an offer to
sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation of any security or other financial product or investment strategy. Investors should
consult with a qualified professional advisor before taking any action based on this commentary.
Investing in mutual funds, exchange-traded funds (“ETFs”), and other equity and debt securities involve risks, including loss of principal. Any
performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results and principal value will fluctuate so
that an investor’s investments, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Performance data quoted does not account for
any advisory fees imposed by XYIS or any independent and unaffiliated financial planners, or other transaction charges, expenses, taxes, or other
fees and costs. Performance of an investor’s actual portfolio will differ from any performance presented.
Investing in foreign securities may involve certain additional risk, including exchange rate fluctuations, less liquidity, greater volatility and less
regulation. Small company stocks may be subject to a higher degree of market risk than the securities of more established companies because
they tend to be more volatile and less liquid. Bonds are subject to risks, including interest rate risk which can decrease the value of a bond as
interest rates rise. REIT investments are subject to changes in economic conditions and real estate values, and credit and interest rate risks.
Investors cannot invest directly in an index. Indexes are unmanaged and reflect reinvested dividends and/or distributions, but do not reflect sales
charges, commissions, expenses or taxes.
An investor should consider a portfolio’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. The underlying funds’
prospectus contain this and other important information. Please read any applicable prospectus carefully before investing.
Benchmark descriptions: MSCI ACWI Index, MSCI’s flagship global equity index, is designed to represent performance of the full opportunity set
of large- and mid-cap stocks across 23 developed and 24 emerging markets, covering approximately 85% of the free float- adjusted market
capitalization in each market. Russell 3000 Index is a market-capitalization-weighted equity index that tracks the performance of the 3,000 largest
U.S.-traded stocks which represent about 98% of all U.S incorporated equity securities. Standard & Poors 500 is an index based on the market
capitalizations of 500 large companies having common stock listed on the NYSE or NASDAQ. The S&P 500 index components and their weightings
are determined by S&P Dow Jones Indices. Russell 1000 Index is an index of approximately 1,000 of the largest companies and is a subset of the
Russell 3000, comprising approximately 90% of total market capitalization of all listed US stocks. Russell 1000® Growth Index is a market
capitalization weighted index that measures the performance of those Russell 1000® companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher
forecasted growth values. Russell 1000® Value Index is a large-cap value index measuring the performance of the largest 1,000 U.S. incorporated
companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. Russell 2000® Growth Index measures the performance of the
Russell 2000 companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. Russell 2000® Value Index is an unmanaged,
market-value weighted, value-oriented index comprised of small stocks that have relatively low price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth
values MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia, Far East) Index is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed markets outside of the
U.S. & Canada. MSCI EAFE Small Cap Index captures small cap representation across Developed Markets countries around the world, excluding the
US and Canada. MSCI Emerging Markets Index captures large and mid cap representation across 24 Emerging Markets (EM) countries and covers
approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each country. MSCI Frontier Markets Index captures large and mid cap
representation across 29 Frontier Markets countries and covers about 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each country. Dow
Jones Global Select REIT Index is designed to measure the performance of publicly traded REITs and REIT-like securities and is a sub-index of the
Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities Index (RESI), which seeks to measure equity real estate investment trusts (REITs) and real estate
operating companies (REOCs) traded globally. The index is designed to serve as a proxy for direct real estate investment. Dow Jones U.S. Select REIT
Index tracks the performance of publicly traded REITs and REIT-like securities and is designed to serve as a proxy for direct real estate investment,
in part by excluding companies whose performance may be driven by factors other than the value of real estate. The index is a subset of the Dow
Jones U.S. Select Real Estate Securities Index. Dow Jones Global ex-US Select REIT Index is designed to measure the performance of publicly traded
REITs and REIT-like securities traded globally ex-US. ICE BofAML 3-Month T-Bill Index is an unmanaged index that measures returns of three-month
Treasury Bills. ICE BofAML 1-5 Year US Treasury, Corporate and Municipal Indexes are subsets respectively of ICE BofAML US Treasury, Corporate
and Municipal Indexes including all securities with a remaining term to final maturity greater than or equal to 1 year and less than 5 years. ICE
BofAML 5-10 Year US Treasury, Corporate and Municipal Indexes are subsets respectively of ICE BofAML US Treasury, Corporate and Municipal
Indexes including all securities with a remaining term to final maturity greater than or equal to 5 years and less than 10 years. ICE BofAML 10+ Year
Treasury, Corporate and Municipal Securities Index are subsets respectively of ICE BofAML US Treasury, Corporate and Municipal Securities
Indexes including all securities with a remaining term to final maturity greater than or equal to 10 years. Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate
Bond Index provides a broad-based measure of the global investment-grade fixed income markets (one version shown with its currency hedged
back to the USD and is noted as such). Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship benchmark that measures the
investment grade, US dollar-denominated, fixed- rate taxable bond market. The index includes Treasuries, government-related and corporate
securities, MBS (agency fixed-rate and hybrid ARM pass-throughs), ABS and CMBS (agency and nonagency). J.P. Morgan Global (ex-US) Government
Bond Index: Is the standard unmanaged foreign securities index representing major government bond markets outside the US markets (one
version shown with its currency hedged back to the USD and is noted as such). ICE BofAML US Inflation-Linked Treasury Index tracks the
performance of U.S. dollar denominated inflation linked sovereign debt publicly issued by the U.S. government in its domestic market. Qualifying
securities must have at least one year remaining term to final maturity and no more than 5 years to maturity. Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate
High Yield Bond Index is a total return performance benchmark for fixed income securities having a maximum quality rating of Ba1.

